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Abstract—In recent years, a number of image encryption
schemes based on DNA coding and nonlinear dynamics have
been proposed. Generally, these DNA-based schemes first encode
plaintext images into DNA sequences and then encrypt them
with pseudorandom elements produced by chaotic systems or
other nonlinear dynamics. Although ciphertexts can pass some
security tests, many image encryption schemes are being shown
to have intrinsic flaws and that they cannot guarantee a high
level of security. In this article, we cryptanalyze a family of
image encryption schemes for which the encryption kernel is
DNA coding or its variant. The complex DNA operation can be
simplified as a substitution box (S-box). The whole cryptosystem’s
security level is thus significantly decreased and is vulnerable to
the chosen-plaintext attack. Applications of this concept to break
five ciphers are theoretically presented and experimentally verified.
In addition, some suggestions for resisting similar attacks are also
given in this article.

Index Terms—Chosen-plaintext attack, DNA coding, image
encryption, S-box matrix.

I. INTRODUCTION

B ENEFITING from advancements in information technolo-
gies, recent years have witnessed the dramatic popular-

ity of multimedia exchange over public networks. The secure
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transmission of massive multimedia data has attracted increas-
ing attention [1], [2]. Encryption is an important method of in-
formation security, and various encryption methods have been
developed. However, image data have many characteristics that
text data do not have, such as high data redundancy, correlation
of adjacent data, and large data volume. Although traditional
encryption algorithms such as 3-DES or AES can encrypt texts
converted from images, there is still a desire to design encryption
algorithms specific to digital images.

Many image encryption schemes based on chaotic systems
and other auxiliary technologies have been proposed. Due to
their characteristics, such as unpredictability and sensitivity to
initial conditions, chaotic systems provide a promising basis for
designing image encryption schemes [3]. In addition to chaotic
systems, techniques from some other fields have also been ex-
ploited to improve the security of encryption schemes. Hua
et al. [4] designed a novel image encryption scheme by using
Latin squares to achieve a high level of security, while Mohamed
et al. [5] exploited quaternion multiplication for fast image en-
cryption. Gan et al. [6] proposed an image encryption scheme
based on three-dimensional Brownian motion. In addition, cellu-
lar automata [7], compressed sensing [8], [9], deep learning [10],
[11], [12], steganography and watermarking [13], [14], [15], [16]
have also been exploited for securing image transmission over
public transmission infrastructures. As early as 1994, Adleman
et al. [17] used DNA molecules to store data and to perform
calculations. A DNA-based encryption scheme encodes pixel
values as DNA sequences and then uses those sequences to cal-
culate with other elements produced by chaotic systems [18],
[19], [20]. This type of encryption scheme is the primary con-
cern of this article.

A. Related Work

Recently, many image encryption schemes based on DNA
coding have been proposed. Most of them use novel chaotic
systems or other nonlinear dynamics to generate encryption el-
ements. Wang et al. [21] proposed a DNA-based image encryp-
tion scheme that uses a novel one-dimensional hybrid chaotic
map. Simulation results show that the scheme has good secu-
rity performance. Elsaid et al. [22] proposed a robust cryptosys-
tem based on hyperchaotic systems. The execution time of the
proposed scheme makes it convenient for various applications.
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Many DNA-based schemes use plaintext-related information to
improve security. Paul et al. [23] proposed a color image encryp-
tion scheme by using SHA-2. Multiple diffusion operations were
conducted to improve the security level of the scheme. Zhang
et al. [24] utilized the hamming distances to enhance the pro-
posed scheme’s robustness in resisting plaintext attacks. A few
DNA-based schemes have been specifically designed for medi-
cal images. Wu et al. [25] proposed an encryption scheme that
incorporates the awareness property of medical image content
to increase the complexity of breaking the encryption. Experi-
ments demonstrate that their scheme can resist various attacks
in robustness and effectiveness when transmitting data in real
scenarios.

The chosen-plaintext attack (CPA) is a scenario where attack-
ers can obtain ciphertexts for arbitrary plaintexts [26]. Then,
the attackers use these known plaintext-ciphertext pairs to de-
rive the information to break cryptosystems. In the past, the
chosen-plaintext attack played an important role in war. For
example, US Navy cryptanalysts decoded ciphertext with a
chosen-plaintext attack and won the battle [27]. In modern life,
chosen-plaintext attacks are often used to break symmetric ci-
phers. Many symmetric image encryption schemes are bro-
ken with the chosen-plaintext attack [28], [29], [30]. In ad-
dition, the chosen-plaintext attack is also important in public
key cryptography. For example, Gregory et al. [31] introduced
a chosen-plaintext vulnerability for SSL/TLS. Therefore, the
chosen-plaintext attack plays a vital role in cryptography’s de-
sign and security evaluation.

Many image encryption schemes based on DNA coding have
been found to be vulnerable to various attacks. The image en-
cryption scheme proposed in [32], which is essentially shuffling-
only encryption, was cracked by Akhavan et al. [33] with
only two chosen-plaintext images. The encryption scheme [34],
which has an invalid diffusion phase and fixed DNA coding rules,
is cryptanalyzed by Wen et al. [35]. Some encryption schemes
are vulnerable to plaintext attacks. The secret key or its equiv-
alent version can be revealed easily. The secret key of a chaos-
based image encryption scheme [36] combining DNA coding
and entropy was obtained by Su et al. [37]. Panwar et al. [38]
presented the equivalent version of the original cipher [39] and
obtained the equivalent key with chosen-plaintext images. Ad-
ditionally, many image ciphers based on DNA coding depend
too much on substitution and have unreasonable structures. A
scheme [40] was cryptanalyzed by Chen et al. [29] with sub-
stitution boxes, which were obtained with the chosen-plaintext
attack.

In addition to DNA-based schemes, many other image ciphers
have been demonstrated to be less secure than expected [41].
The famous chaos-based image encryption scheme [3] proposed
by Fridrich was broken by Solak et al. [42]. Chen et al. [30]
found the security flaws in Ye’s scheme [43] and broke it
with the chosen-plaintext attack. Munir et al. [44] cracked the
scheme [45] with various attacks and gave many numerical ex-
amples to illustrate. Arora et al. [46] cryptanalyzed Deb’s ci-
pher [47] and suggested detailed improvements. More similar
works have been performed, such as Zhou’s scheme [48] and
Wu’s cipher [39], which were cryptanalyzed by Dhall et al. [49]
and Panwar et al. [38], respectively. The permutation-diffusion

architecture has been widely applied to image ciphers. How-
ever, Chen et al. [50] proposed the chosen-ciphertext attack to
demonstrate that it is not secure enough. There are also a few
permutation-only encryption schemes, such as [51]. They have
been proven vulnerable to plaintext attacks [28].

Taking an overview of the cryptanalysis works mentioned
above, the keywords describing our work include ‘generalized
cryptanalysis’, ‘DNA coding’, ‘equivalent process’, and ‘S-box
matrix’. They are the main motivations of and innovations in
this article.

B. Our Contributions

In this article, we evaluate the security of a family of im-
age encryption schemes that are based on DNA coding. The
‘a family of ciphers’ means some encryption schemes with the
same characteristics. These schemes can be grouped into one
category. In this article, simply speaking, this ‘family’ means
some DNA-based encryption schemes. Specifically, the encryp-
tion schemes of the family satisfy the following conditions. We
show that the cipher may be vulnerable to the chosen-plaintext
attack if it satisfies these conditions.
� The encryption elements depend only on the secret key. In

other words, these elements are independent of the plain-
text image.

� DNA coding and its derived operations, e.g., DNA addi-
tion, subtraction, and XOR, are utilized in the encryption
process.

� The encryption process may contain multiple consecutive
derived operations of DNA coding.

� There is no diffusion phase at the DNA level.
Five image encryption schemes [52], [53], [54], [55], [56]

based on DNA encoding were broken with the chosen-plaintext
attack. The main idea of these attacks is the same, i.e., regarding
the DNA-coding encryption process as an S-box. The idea of
S-box transformation may be applied to more cryptanalysis tasks
of image ciphers based on DNA coding. Our contributions are
summarized as follows.
� DNA coding and its derived operations are analyzed in

detail.
� The weaknesses of DNA coding technology have been

found. The transformed S-box process is used as the equiv-
alent key.

� Five image encryption schemes are broken with CPA,
which takes S-box transformation as the core. Both the-
oretical and experimental results validate our attacks.

� Some suggestions for improvements are given.
The previous cryptanalysis works [29], [57], [58] based on the

S-box analyzed only specific encryption schemes. They did not
provide an intuitive S-box conversion process or a complete en-
cryption information storage structure. They did not give sugges-
tions for improvement of the flawed encryption schemes either.
We apply the S-box transformation method to more DNA-based
schemes. The specially designed figures illustrate the S-box
transformation and equivalent encryption processes. The S-box
matrix is used to store the information. Many suggestions are
given for improving the security of these flawed encryption
schemes.
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TABLE I
THE NOTATIONS

While our cryptanalysis can be regarded as an extension of
related works in [57] and [29], our work further exploits the
S-box for cryptanalyzing image encryption schemes with DNA
coding and successfully breaks more ciphers. Zhang et al. [57]
broke the S-box-only ciphers with the chosen-plaintext attack.
In other words, the encryption scheme uses the real S-box to
complete the encryption. However, in this article, DNA coding
operations are regarded as equivalent S-box processes. In ad-
dition, the S-box of [57] has detailed information, while our
approach utilizes only the S-box’s input and output. The func-
tion of the S-box is used only to simplify the encryption process.
Chen et al. [29] cryptanalyzed a DNA-based encryption scheme
with CPA. They regarded some DNA coding encryption pro-
cesses as S-boxes to simplify the cipher. However, they did not
give a detailed structure to restore the S-box information. They
considered one encryption scheme only. In our article, we pro-
pose the S-box matrix to restore and to utilize the encryption
information. We further explore the S-box to cryptanalyze other
encryption schemes. The common characteristics of flawed ci-
phers are summarized, and more ciphers are broken, which is
a great development of [29]. In addition, the weaknesses of a
family of DNA-based ciphers are found, and some suggestions
for resisting similar attacks are given. Although many image
encryption schemes are cracked in this article, these findings
do not indicate that the DNA coding technology is unsuitable
for image encryption. Referring to the weaknesses described in
this article and utilizing the DNA coding techniques properly,
DNA-based encryption schemes with a high level of security
can be designed in future research.

C. Organization of the Article

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The nota-
tion and detailed DNA coding operations are given in Section II.
Section III presents the equivalent S-box transformation method
in detail, while its cryptographic applications are described in
Section IV. Some discussions are provided in Section V Finally,
conclusions are drawn in the last section.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Notations

Most of the notation used in this article is listed in Table I.
Complementary descriptions are as follows:

TABLE II
DNA ENCODING AND DECODING RULES

TABLE III
DNA ADDITION AND XOR RULES

� Generally, P and C denote the plaintext and ciphertext in
an encryption scheme, respectively.

� If the size of the image is M ×N , then the pixels of the
plaintext image can be represented as P = {P (i, j), 1 ≤
i ≤ M, 1 ≤ j ≤ N} or P = {P (i), 1 ≤ i ≤ N ×N }.

B. Overview of DNA Coding Encryption

The pixel values of the image can be converted into nucleic
acid bases, which include A (adenine), C (cytosine), G (gua-
nine), and T (thymine). Various operations can also be defined
between bases. Generally, operations related to DNA include
DNA encoding and decoding, XOR, addition, subtraction, and
complementation operations. An example of these operations is
given in Fig. 1. The detailed description is as follows.

1) DNA Encoding and Decoding: A pixel whose value is be-
tween 0 and 255 can be encoded with 4 nucleic acid bases. First,
the decimal number is transformed into an eight-digit binary
number and then into four nucleic acid bases. Namely, a nucleic
acid base can present one of four kinds: 00, 01, 10, or 11. There
could be 4! = 24 encoding or decoding rules, but due to the prin-
ciple of complementary base pairing, that is, A is complementary
with T and C with G, there are only 8 rules. The coding rules are
listed in Table II. Using different DNA encoding and decoding
rules does not produce the original decimal pixel value. We can
use different coding rules only in the encryption process. Identi-
cal coding rules must be used in the decoding part. DNA coding
is the fundamental operation of DNA-based ciphers. While there
are 8 different encoding and decoding rules, there are only 8 out-
comes rather than 8× 8 = 64 outcomes. Interested readers can
find more information in [59].

2) DNA XOR, Addition and Subtraction: These operations
can be regarded as derivations of DNA encoding. There are
8 different XOR and addition rules corresponding to the 8
different encoding rules. Subtraction rules are derived from
addition rules. One kind of these rules is illustrated in Table III.
These calculations follow coding rule 1 in Table II, i.e., A(00),
T(11), G(01), and C(10). Regardless of whether it is XOR, ad-
dition or subtraction, the calculation is essentially of a two-bit
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Fig. 1. Example of the DNA coding encryption process.

TABLE IV
DNA COMPLEMENT RULES

binary 01 mask, but it is expressed in the form of nucleic
acid bases. The following examples are given to illustrate
this relationship. A(00) + T (11) = T (11), T (11) + T (11) =
C(10), A(00)⊕ T (11) = T (11), T (11)⊕ T (11) = A(00).
However, the calculations in DNA format do not have continuous
carry like them in bit level. For example, 0001 + 0011 = 0100,
A(00)G(01) +A(00)T (11) = A(00)A(00) �= G(01)A(00).

3) DNA Complementary: With this operation, one nucleic
acid base can be converted into another. According to Watson
and Crick’s complementary rules, the DNA complementary op-
eration must satisfy (1), where function g(·) returns the comple-
mentary base of the original base. To follow this law, only six
rules are legal, as listed in Table IV.

{
x �= g(x) �= g((x)) �= g(((x)))

x = g((((x))))
. (1)

C. Example of DNA Coding Encryption

To better explain the process of DNA coding encryption, a nu-
merical example is employed for illustration. The corresponding
encryption process is shown in Fig. 1.

The plaintext image is a matrix of size 2× 2. It is ran-

domly constructed as
(

7 95
204 39

)
. First, it is converted to a bi-

nary matrix, expressed as
(
00000111 01011111
11001100 00100111

)
. This matrix

is then be converted into a DNA sequence by using DNA

encoding rule 1. The result is indicated as
(
AAGT GGTT
TATA ACGT

)
.

The first encryption mask image is
(
AAAA TTTT
CCCC GGGG

)
, which is

used to perform DNA addition. The result is
(
AAGT AACC
GCGC GTCA

)
.

The second mask image is
(
AAAA TTTT
CCCC GGGG

)
. It participates

in the DNA XOR, and the result is
(
AAGT TTGG
TATA ACGT

)
. The

last mask image
(
0000 1111
0101 1010

)
is used for final DNA com-

plementation. The result is
(
ATGG GTCG
GATT AAGG

)
. The DNA se-

quence is decoded into a binary matrix with rule 1. The pro-

duction is
(
00110101 01111001
01001111 00000101

)
. Finally, the binary matrix is

converted to decimal form to obtain the ciphertext as
(
53 121
79 5

)
.

So far, a series of encryption processes have been displayed. The

plaintext image is
(

7 95
204 39

)
, which is encrypted to

(
53 121
79 5

)
.

III. MAIN RESULTS

A. S-Box

1) Introduction to S-Box: An S-box is a basic component
of encryption algorithms. It always uses a fixed table to imple-
ment the substitution process. The S-box has been applied to
well-known encryption algorithms such as the data encryption
standard (DES) to obtain a good substitution effect. We dis-
cuss only the role of the S-box without involving its internal
structure and specific implementation. Specifically, some con-
secutive steps in our encryption scheme are regarded as a whole
with a similar function to the S-box. The equivalent key is the
corresponding S-box matrix.

2) Properties of the S-Box: The S-box has many properties.
We discuss only some of them that are helpful to cryptanalysis.
� Determinacy

The mapping from the input to the output of the trans-
formed S-box is determined. This property is given by

fS(a) = fS(b) if and only if a = b, (2)

where fS(·) represents the function of the S-box transfor-
mation and a, b are the constants.

� Bijectivity
The elements of the input set are mapped to the output
according to a determined rule, which is a kind of surjective
one-to-one mapping. The mapping is given by

fS : A → B, ∀b ∈ B, ∃a ∈ A, b = fS(a), (3)

where fS is the S-box map and A,B are two sets.
� Reversibility

The map must be reversible as part of the encryption
process. The output through the S-box must be reversed
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Fig. 2. Example using the S-box for simplifying DNA encryption.

through the S-box to become the original input. It is
given by

f−1
S (fS(a)) = a, (4)

where f−1
S is the inverse map of fS .

� Additivity
The result of several S-box substitutions is the same as that
of one S-box. This property is expressed as

fSn
(· · · fS2

(fS1
(a))) = f ′

S1
(a), (5)

where fS1
, fS2

, · · · , and fSn
may be different maps.

B. Simplifying DNA-Based Cryptosystems With S-Box

This process of converting to the S-box requires that the orig-
inal encryption scheme meet the following conditions.

1) Plaintext-Independent Key: In other words, the key should
be independent of the plaintext. If the secret key is related to the
plaintext, such as the hash value of the plaintext or the Hamming
distance involved in the encryption process, the encryption rules
are uncertain. The converted S-box leads to uncertain rules.

2) No Diffusion at the DNA Level: In fact, the S-box equiv-
alent transformation method is for each pixel. If the encryption
can be transformed into the S-box process, there must be no dif-
fusion phase at the DNA level. In other words, encrypted pixels
do not affect each other.

3) No Encryption Element is Missing: Some cryptosystems
add random elements during the encryption process. These en-
cryption schemes sometimes recover only approximate but iden-
tifiable plaintext. Such a process cannot be regarded as an S-box
process.

Some sequential operations can be regarded as the S-box in
DNA-based encryption schemes. This transformation process is
point-to-point. In other words, a series of DNA coding opera-
tions for each pixel in the image is the same as going through

an S-box. This model is given by

fDNA_DE(f
n
DNA(fDNA_EN (a))) = fS(a) (6)

where fDNA_EN and fDNA_DE represent encoding and de-
coding pixels with DNA technology, respectively, and fDNA ∈
{fDNA_XOR, fDNA_A, fDNA_S , fDNA_C} is the general rep-
resentation of DNA operation. fDNA_XOR, fDNA_A, fDNA_S ,
fDNA_C denote DNA XOR, addition, subtraction and comple-
mentarity, respectively. The function fn

DNA(·) represents that
several DNA operations are performed. If the pixels in image A
do not affect each other during the encryption process, then the
conclusion is given by

fDNA_DE(f
n
DNA(fDNA_EN (A))) = fS(A). (7)

An example is shown in Fig. 2. Briefly, the DNA coding opera-
tion of plaintext into ciphertext is equivalent to passing through
a large collection of S-boxes. From a local point of view, four
pixels become corresponding pixels in the ciphertext by four
specific S-boxes.

The S-box transformation method can simplify most DNA
coding encryption processes. If a DNA-based encryption scheme
only consists of DNA coding and its derive operations, it may
be vulnerable to the chosen-plaintext attack. The S-box matrix
is the corresponding equivalent key of this scheme. In reality, an
encryption scheme often combines multiple technologies and
uses complex chaotic systems to generate the encryption ele-
ments. The S-box transformation method is taken as the core.
The specific attack process is used to attack successfully.

C. Cryptanalysis of the S-Box

The complete S-box transformation rules can be easily ob-
tained by the chosen-plaintext attack. For each pixel, it is nec-
essary to obtain a complete S-box. Specifically, a total of 256
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Algorithm 1: Obtain the S-box Matrix
Input: The S-box mechanism cipher
Output: The S-box matrix
1: // step1: construct 256 chosen-plaintext images which

are monochrome
2: for i = 0 to 255 do
3: Pi = zeros(M ×N )
4: for h = 1 to M do
5: for w = 1 to N do
6: Pi(h,w) = i
7: end for
8: end for
9: end for

10: // step2: obtain the corresponding plaintexts
11: for i = 0 to 255 do
12: Ci = encrypt(Pi);
13: Ti+1 = reshape(Ci, 1,M ×N )
14: end for
15: // step3: obtain the S-box matrix with the corresponding

plaintexts
16: for i = 1 to 256 do
17: for j = 1 to M ×N do
18: S(i, j) = Ti(j)
19: end for
20: end for

chosen plaintexts are constructed for a gray image cipher. The
pixel values of each plaintext image are the same.

The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. These S-box
transformation rules obtained by our algorithm can be expressed
in the following matrix form:

1
2
...

256

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

S1(0) S2(0) · · · SM×N (0)
S1(1) S2(1) · · · SM×N (1)

...
...

. . .
...

S1(255) S2(255) · · · SM×N (255)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (8)

The application of (8) is illustrated by giving an example. For
the ith pixel with value x, the usage of the S-box matrix is given
by

fS(x) = Si(x),

f−1
S (fS(x)) = f−1

S (Si(x)) = row − 1 = x, (9)

in which row represents the number of rows where the pixel
value x is located. In the S-box matrix, we use the number of
rows to replace the range (0,255). Because the first number of
rows is 1, not 0, we must subtract 1 from the final result to obtain
the correct plaintext value.

Our attack’s time and space complexity for the equivalent
S-boxes are both O(MN), where MN represents the size of
the input images. A few image cryptanalysis approaches are very
similar to ours, such as [58] and [29]. Although they broke dif-
ferent image ciphers, their core idea is the same as ours, i.e., the
equivalent S-box transformation method. Therefore, the com-
plexity of the attack for the S-boxes is equal to ours. Interested

Fig. 3. Illustration of two S-box rules.

readers can refer to [60] and [61] to find more research on the
cryptanalysis of the S-box in modern cryptography.

It is worth mentioning that it is not actually necessary to ob-
tain all the S-box matrices. The pixels do not affect each other.
As long as the uniformly distributed S-box matrices of pixels
are obtained, then these correct pixels of an image allow us to
identify the ciphertext image. This is because humans can ac-
tively make up incomplete places through association and other
methods to obtain and to identify complete information.

D. A Simple Example

In this section, a simple example is given to illustrate the idea
of the S-box transformation method. The pixel values include
only a, b, and c. The plaintext image is (a, b). The corresponding
ciphertext image is (b, c). Because both the plaintext and cipher-
text have two pixels, we need two S-boxes to store information.
They are denoted as S1 and S2.

Step 1: Three chosen plaintext images are constructed to
obtain the S-box transformation rules. They are
(a, a), (b, b), and (c, c). It is supposed that the cor-
responding ciphertexts are (b, a), (c, c), and (a, b).

Step 2: We have obtained the complete S-box transforma-
tion rules, which are given by S1(a) = b, S1(b) =
c, S1(c) = a;S2(a) = a, S2(b) = c, S2(c) = b.
Fig. 3 shows these rules intuitively.

Step 3: The S-box matrix is also used to present these rules.
This matrix is given by

a
b
c

S1 S2⎛
⎝b a
c c
a b

⎞
⎠ .

Step 4: The ciphertext is (b, c). From the above matrix, we see
that S1(a) = b. Therefore, the first value of plaintext
is a. Similarly, because S2(b) = c, we can obtain the
second value of plaintext b. Thus, we have obtained
the complete plaintext image (a, b).

E. A Numerical Example

In this section, the S-box matrix is used to recover the plain-
text of the example in Section II. The plaintext image and the

ciphertext image are
(

7 95
204 39

)
and

(
53 121
79 5

)
, respectively. The

detailed chosen-plaintext attack process is as follows.
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Algorithm 2: Recover Plaintext Image With S-box Matrix.
Input: The ciphertext C, the S-box matrix SboxMatrix
Output: The plaintext P
1: // step1: convert the 2D ciphertext matrix to 1D line by

line and from left to right
2: C = reshape(C, 1,M ×N )
3: for j = 1 to M ×N do
4: for i = 1 to 256 do
5: if SboxMatrix(i, j) == C(i)
6: P (j) = i− 1
7: end for
8: end for
9: // step2: convert the 1D plaintext to 2D matrix by line

and from left to right
10: P = reshape(P,M,N )

Step 1: The S-box matrix is obtained by using Algorithm 1,
which is given by

1
...
8
...
40
...
96
...

205
...

256

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

51 204 195 60
...

...
...

...
53
...

...
...

...
5

...
...

...
...

121
...

...
...

...
79

...
...

...
...

221 153 125 105

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

Step 2: With (9), the first plaintext pixel is recovered, i.e.,
C(1) = 53 = S(8, 1), so row = 8, and the original
pixel is P (1) = row − 1 = 7.

Step 3: The last pixel can also be recovered, i.e., C(4) =
5 = S(40, 4), so row = 40, and the original pixel is
P (4) = row − 1 = 39.

Step 4: The remaining plaintext pixels can be fully recovered
by Algorithm 2.

IV. APPLICATIONS FOR CRYPTANALYSIS

In this section, several encryption schemes are analyzed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the S-box method. The S-box
equivalent transformation is the core of the attack. The encryp-
tion schemes employed in this article are all cryptanalyzed with
the proposed chosen-plaintext attack, but these schemes may
also be vulnerable to other attack methods. We emphasize the
universality of our S-box generalization concept.

A. Cryptanalysis of Amani’s Cipher [52]

In this section, an encryption algorithm that uses DNA tech-
niques is analyzed in detail. Additionally, a numerical example
is given to illustrate the attack process.

1) Overview of Encryption Scheme: Amani’s encryption
scheme utilizes DNA techniques and hyperchaotic dynamics.
The scheme originally encrypts color images, but the three com-
ponents, i.e., R, G, and B, are performed separately. For simplic-
ity, we discuss the case of only one channel. The encryption pro-
cess can presumably include permutation and DNA diffusion.
The permutation process uses the Arnold cat map, and diffusion
uses DNA coding techniques. The detailed encryption process
is as follows; interested readers are referred to Amani et al. [52]
for more information.

Step 1: Pixels in the original image P are permutated to S1
by Arnold’s chaotic cat map.

Step 2: The permutated image S1 is converted into a DNA
sequence and recorded as SD1.

Step 3: Three mask images are obtained by iterating Chen’s
hyperchaotic system several times. Then, they are
turned into DNA sequences. We discuss only the case
of one component. The final mask image obtained in
this step is denoted as M1.

Step 4: The mask image M1 is further transformed by

M2(i, j) = mod(floor(abs(M1(i, j)× 1014)), 256),

where M2 represents the transformed mask image.
Then, M2 were turned into DNA sequences by us-
ing DNA coding techniques. The final mask image is
denoted as MD2.

Step 5: The DNA XOR is performed between SD1 and
MD2 to yield a new DNA image, given by

SD2(i, j) = SD1(i, j)⊕MD2(i, j),

where SD2 represents the new DNA image.
Step 6: The DNA image SD2 is transformed to the final en-

crypted image C by using one of the DNA decoding
rules.

2) Cryptanalysis of the Encryption Scheme: As described in
Section III, (7), DNA coding and its derived operations can be
viewed as an S-box transformation process, i.e.,

fDNA_DE(fDNA_XOR(fDNA_EN (P ))) = fS(P ).

Therefore, Chen’s encryption scheme can be viewed as a com-
bination of permutation and S-box transformation:

C = fpermute(fS(P )),

where fpermute(·) denotes the function permutation. The original
scheme and its equivalent process are shown in Fig. 4.

The permutation process changes only the position of the pix-
els. If the single-color image is chosen as the plaintext, the en-
tire encryption process becomes an S-box-only cipher. Then, the
complete S-box transformation rules can be obtained by using
Algorithm 1. After obtaining the S-box transformation rules,
the original encryption scheme becomes a permutation-only
process. The permutation rules can be obtained according to
the method in [28] and [62]. After obtaining all encrypted ele-
ments, the plaintext can be recovered successfully. The detailed
chosen-plaintext attack process is as follows.
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Fig. 4. Amani’s encryption scheme and its equivalent process.

Step 1: Using Algorithm 1 to obtain S-box rules, a total of
256 chosen plaintexts are constructed, and the corre-
sponding ciphertexts are obtained. These constructed
plaintexts are as follows:⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
...

...
. . .

...
1 1 · · · 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

· · ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
255 · · · 255 255
255 · · · 255 255

...
. . .

...
...

255 · · · 255 255

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Step 2: After obtaining the S-box transformation rules, the
original encryption scheme becomes a permutation-
only cipher. There are many ways to crack this kind
of encryption scheme. For simplicity, the following
chosen plaintexts are constructed to obtain permuta-
tion rules. They are expressed as⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

· · ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

...
0 · · · 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

There is only one value of pixels in each plaintext im-
age that is different from others, and the permutated
position of this pixel can be found quickly through
the corresponding ciphertext. After enough repeti-
tions, the complete permutation rules are obtained.

Step 3: After obtaining all encrypted elements, the plaintext
can be recovered successfully.
First, the target ciphertext is transformed into a per-
mutated image by using Algorithm 2 with the S-box
matrix. Then, the permutation rules are used to re-
cover the permutated image to a plaintext image.

3) A Numerical Example: To better illustrate the attack pro-
cess, a numerical example of size 2× 2 is given.

Without loss of generality, a random plaintext image is con-

structed as
(

45 129
199 235

)
, which is encrypted to

(
35 163
52 75

)
.

First, Algorithm 1 is used to obtain the S-box matrix, and the
constructed plaintexts are

(
0 0
0 0

)(
1 1
1 1

)
· · ·

(
255 255
255 255

)
.

The corresponding obtained ciphertexts are
(
162 72
25 140

)(
163 73
24 141

)
· · ·

(
93 183
231 185

)
.

The complete S-box matrix obtained is

1
...
46
...

130
...

200
...

236
...

256

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

162 72 25 140
...

...
...

...
52

...
...

...
...

35
...

...
...

...
75

...
...

...
...

163
...

...
...

...
93 183 230 115

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

Algorithm 2 is used with the S-box matrix to obtain the permu-

tated image, which is
(
129 235
45 199

)
.

Then, some simple plaintexts are constructed to obtain the
permutation rules. These constructed plaintexts are expressed as(
1 0
0 0

)(
0 1
0 0

)(
0 0
1 0

)
. The corresponding obtained ciphertexts

are expressed as
(
162 72
24 140

)(
163 72
25 140

)(
162 72
25 141

)
. Similarly,

Algorithm 2 is used to obtain the permutated results of these

chosen plaintexts. They are expressed as
(
0 0
1 0

)(
1 0
0 0

)(
0 0
0 1

)
.

The permutation rule is obtained as
(
(2,1) (1,1)
(2,2) (1,2)

)
, where each

sequence number pair is the new position of the plaintext pixel
in the ciphertext. At this point, all equivalent keys are obtained.
The permutated result can be recovered to the original plaintext
image through inverse permutation with the permutation matrix.

Finally, the plaintext is obtained as
(

45 129
199 235

)
.

4) Experimental Results: The experimental results of
Amani’s cipher are shown in Fig. 5. The numerical compari-
son demonstrates that the recovered image is exactly the same
as the original plaintext image.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results of Amani’s cipher: (a) original plaintext image
of size 256× 256; (b) encrypted ciphertext image; (c) recovered image when
using the chosen-plaintext attack.

B. Cryptanalysis of Parveiz’s Cipher [53]

1) Overview of the Encryption Scheme: Parveiz’s cipher
combines DNA coding technology and three-dimensional
chaotic maps. The 3D Arnold map and 3D logistic map are
used to obtain encryption elements with sensitive parameters
and initial values. This scheme encrypts color images. Because
the three components do not affect each other, we discuss only
the case of one component for simplicity.

The encryption scheme includes DNA diffusion, permutation,
and random addition. It is briefly described as follows. If the
readers want to know more details about the encryption scheme,
please refer to Parveiz et al. [53].

Step 1: The original image P is converted to DNA sequence
SD1.

Step 2: The DNA sequence SD1 is diffused to DNA se-
quence SD2 by DNA complementary operations.

Step 3: The mask image M1 is generated from the third di-
mension of the 3D Arnold map. Then, it is converted
to the DNA sequence MD1.

Step 4: The DNA sequences SD2 and MD1 are subjected
to DNA XOR to obtain the new sequences SD3.

Step 5: The DNA sequence SD3 is DNA decoding to its
decimal form S3.

Step 6: Pixels in the original image S3 are permutated to S4.
Step 7: Another random sequence M2 is generated by the

3D logistic map.
Step 8: The mask image M3 is obtained with the sequence

M2 by

M3(i, j) = mod(round(M2(i, j)× 1015), 256).

Step 9: The intermediate results S3 perform an addition op-
eration with mask image M3 to obtain the final ci-
phertext image C.

2) Cryptanalysis of Encryption Scheme: The original en-
cryption scheme contains DNA coding operations. Similarly,
the process can be simplified with (7), i.e.,

fDNA_DE(fDNA_X(fDNA_C)(fDNA_EN (P ))) = fS(P ).

The whole process can be expressed as

C = fadd(fpermute(fS(P ))),

where fadd(·) denotes the process of addition with the random
matrix. This operation is plaintext-independent, and each pixel

acts individually, so it can be regarded as another S-box. There-
fore, the encryption is

C = fS2(fpermute(fS1(P ))).

The permutation operation changes only the location of pix-
els, and pixels do not affect each other during the equivalent
S-box process. Therefore, the order of the two processes can be
changed without affecting the result, i.e.,

C = fpermute(fS2(fS1(P ))).

The S-box has the property of additivity. Combined with (5), the
encryption process can be denoted as

C = fpermute(fS3(P )).

Finally, the equivalent process, which includes permutation and
the S-box operation of the original scheme, is obtained. The
original and its equivalent processes are shown in Fig. 6.

After the equivalent transformation, the original encryption
scheme becomes a combination of the S-box and permutation
process. There is an obvious flaw in the encryption scheme; that
is, a change of one point of the plaintext image affect only one
point of the ciphertext. Based on this, some chosen plaintexts are
constructed to obtain the equivalent key of the permutation pro-
cess. Then, we obtain the equivalent S-box transformation rules.
In this way, all the equivalent keys that are used to recover the
plaintext image are obtained. The detailed steps are as follows.

Step 1: A total of M ×N chosen plaintexts are constructed
as ⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
...

...
. . .

...
1 1 · · · 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
...

...
. . .

...
1 1 · · · 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

· · ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

...
0 · · · 0 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 · · · 0 0
0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

...
0 · · · 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Every two adjacent plaintexts differ by only one pixel.
The ciphertexts corresponding to these two adjacent
plaintexts also differ by only one pixel. The change in
the position of this differentiated pixel is its permu-
tation rule. By repeating this process, the complete
permutation rules can be obtained.

Step 2: After obtaining the permutation rules, the original
encryption scheme becomes an S-box cipher. Al-
gorithm 1 is used to obtain the S-box rules. The
256 chosen-plaintexts are constructed, and the cor-
responding ciphertexts are used to obtain transfor-
mation rules. These constructed plaintexts are as fol-
lows. ⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
...

...
. . .

...
1 1 · · · 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠
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Fig. 6. Parveiz’s encryption scheme and its equivalent process.

Fig. 7. Experimental results of Parveiz’s cipher: (a) original plaintext image
of size 256× 256; (b) encrypted ciphertext image; (c) recovered image when
using the chosen-plaintext attack.

· · ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
255 · · · 255 255
255 · · · 255 255

...
. . .

...
...

255 · · · 255 255

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Step 3: After obtaining all encryption elements, the plaintext
can be recovered successfully.
The target ciphertext is transformed into a permutated
image by using Algorithm 2 with the S-box matrix.
Then, the S-box rules are used to recover the permu-
tated image to a plaintext image.

3) Experimental Results: The experimental results of
Parveiz’s cipher are shown in Fig. 7. The numerical compari-
son demonstrates that the recovered image is exactly the same
as the original plaintext image.

C. Cryptanalysis of Azimi’s Cipher [54]

1) Overview of Encryption Scheme: Azimi’s cipher is a novel
color image encryption based on DNA coding operations and
pair-coupled chaotic maps. The original image is divided into
three components (R, G, B), and then, complex transformations
are performed.

The encryption scheme includes three components: mixing,
DNA diffusion, and random addition. The complete encryption
process is described below. More details can be found in Azimi
et al. [54].

Step 1: The color image is separated into R, G, and B compo-
nents. These three components are converted to DNA
sequences, which are recorded with SRD1, SGD1,
and SBD1.

Step 2: Three new components with SRD2, SGD2, and
SBD2 are obtained withSRD1,SGD1, andSBD1
using DNA addition. The generation process is given
by⎧⎨

⎩
SRD2(i, j) = SRD1(i, j) + SGD1(i, j)

SGD2(i, j) = SGD1(i, j) + SBD1(i, j)

SBD2(i, j) = SGD2(i, j) + SBD1(i, j)

.

Step 3: Three pairs of sequences MR1, MG1, and MB1
are generated by using pair-coupled chaotic maps.
These sequences MR1, MG1, and MB1 are con-
verted into binary sequences MRB2, MGB2, and
MBB2 according to the threshold function, which
is given by

g(x) =

{
0, X(i) > Y (i)
1, X(i) < Y (i)

.

Step 4: Three new DNA images SRD3, SGD3, and SBD3
are obtained with SRD2, SGD2, SBD2 and
MRB2, MGB2, MBB2 through DNA comple-
mentary operations.

Step 5: Three binary images SRB3, SGB3, and SBB3 are
obtained with SRD3, SGD3, SBD3 by using the
DNA decoding operation.

Step 6: Three mask binary images MRB3, MGB3, and
MBB3 are generated with pair-coupled chaotic
maps and the threshold function similarly.

Step 7: The images SRB3, SGB3, and SBB3 are XOR
with images MRB3, MGB3, and MBB3 to obtain
the final components SRB4, SGB4, and SBB4.

Step 8: The binary components SRB4, SGB4, and SBB4
are converted to decimal form SR4, SG4, and SB4.
The final ciphertext image C is generated by com-
bining the images SR4, SG4, and SB4.

2) Cryptanalysis of the Encryption Scheme: The original en-
cryption scheme can be regarded as two processes. First, the
plaintext image is separated into R, G, and B components. These
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Fig. 8. Azimi’s encryption scheme and its equivalent process.

components perform complex operations into new components,
which are denoted as SRD2, SGD2, and SBD2 (denoted as
R′′, G′′, and B′′ in Fig. 8), respectively. Second, the three in-
termediate results SRD2, SGD2, and SBD2 perform DNA
complementary and XOR operations to obtain the components
of the final ciphertext. The first process seems complex, but
only the DNA encoding rules are unknown. There are 8 encod-
ing rules in total. For a small key space, a brute force attack can
be used. If SRD2, SGD2, and SBD2 are known, the R, G,
and B components of the original image are also known. For the
second process, if DNA decoding operations are added, it can
be simplified to an S-box process. Combined with (7), for one
component, our transformation process can be expressed as

R∗=fXOR(fDNA_DE′(fDNA_C(R
′′)))

=fXOR(fDNA_DE′(fDNA_C(fDNA_DE(fDNA_EN )(R′′))))

=fXOR(fDNA_DE′(fDNA_C(fDNA_DE(R
′′′))).

XOR between elements is independent of plaintext, and the S-
box is additive, so the equation can be transformed as

R∗ = fS′(fS′′(R′′′)) = fS(R
′′′).

The original and its equivalent processes are shown in Fig. 8.
Some details that do not affect the conclusion are ignored in the
above derivation.

Because the first process has weak rules that can be cracked
by brute-force attack, the intermediate componentsR′′′,G′′′,B′′′

are constructed. These components are used to infer all possible
plaintexts. After obtaining all possible S-boxes and correspond-
ing component transformation rules, reasonable rules are chosen
to recover the plaintext. The detailed steps are as follows.

Step 1: First, R′′′, G′′′, and B′′′ components are constructed.
They are the same. They can be expressed as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 1 · · · 1
1 1 · · · 1
...

...
. . .

...
1 1 · · · 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

· · ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
255 · · · 255 255
255 · · · 255 255

...
. . .

...
...

255 · · · 255 255

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Step 2: All possible DNA encoding rules are used to infer
the R, G, and B components of the plaintext, which
is the inverse of the first process of encryption.

Step 3: All possible components are combined into color im-
ages as the constructed chosen-plaintexts, and the
corresponding ciphertexts are obtained. These ci-
phertext images can be separated into R∗, G∗, and
B∗ components.

Step 4: By using Algorithm 1, all possible S-box rules be-
tween R′′′, G′′′, B′′′ and R∗, G∗, B∗ are obtained.

Step 5: The ciphertext image is decrypted into multiple plain-
texts by using all possible S-box transformation rules
and corresponding DNA encoding rules. Each plain-
text is recovered to R′′′, G′′′, and B′′′ components by
using the corresponding S-box and Algorithm 2, and
then recovered to plaintext through the corresponding
DNA encoding rules.

Step 6: The plaintext is the most reasonable of all the recov-
ered plaintexts.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results of Azimi’s cipher: (a) original plaintext image of
size 256× 256; (b) encrypted ciphertext image; (c) recovered image using the
chosen-plaintext attack.

3) Experimental results: The experimental results of Azimi’s
cipher are shown in Fig. 9. The numerical comparison demon-
strates that the recovered image is exactly the same as the original
plaintext image.

D. Cryptanalysis of Other Cryptosystems

1) Mondal’s Cipher [55]: Mondal’s encryption scheme is a
typical permutation-diffusion architecture. In this scheme, the
plaintext image is permutated at first by using a sequence of
pseudorandom numbers and then diffused by DNA coding oper-
ations. The random sequences are generated by a pseudo random
number generator (PRNG) based on the cross-coupled chaotic
logistic map. To further improve the security, the results of DNA
diffusion are XORed with each other to obtain the final cipher-
text. If the reader wants to know more details about the encryp-
tion scheme, please refer to Mondal et al. [55].

The encryption process contains permutation and DNA dif-
fusion. DNA diffusion can be regarded as an S-box transforma-
tion. Although the diffusion results are XORed to obtain the final
ciphertext, there is no secret key involved in this process. The
result before diffusion can be directly derived. The cryptanalysis
of this cipher is similar to Amani’s and is not repeated here.

2) Liu’s Cipher [56]: Liu’s encryption scheme combines
DNA coding operations and several chaotic maps. It also in-
cludes permutation and diffusion, two main processes. The
Arnold map is used to perform the permutation, and the mask
images are generated with Lorenz and Rossler maps. The origi-
nal image is separated into R, G, and B components to perform
different processes. Both the number of permutation iterations
and DNA coding rules are determined by the plaintext. If the
reader wants to know more details about the encryption scheme,
please refer to Liu et al. [56].

The R, G, and B components do not affect each other during
the encryption process. Although they perform different DNA
coding operations, each of them can be regarded as the process
of permutation and S-box transformation. Both the number of
permutation iterations and DNA coding rules are limited and
small; therefore, brute-force attack methods can be used to ob-
tain all possible encryption elements. The plaintext is the most
reasonable of the recovered plaintexts.

V. DISCUSSIONS

This section provides more discussion, including DNA-based
schemes and other types of image ciphers. They are discussed

from the perspective of both cryptanalysis and image encryp-
tion. Many suggestions are proposed for the future design of
image encryption schemes. In addition, this section introduces
the limitations of this article.

Although many DNA-based image schemes are broken with
the chosen-plaintext attack, this does not mean that DNA cod-
ing techniques are inappropriate for image ciphers. Once a good
diffusion process between pixels is added in the encryption pro-
cess, it effectively resists the chosen-plaintext attack based on the
equivalent S-box transformation. The permutation at the DNA
level has better security performance than at the pixel level.
In addition, DNA coding techniques have many other promis-
ing properties, including high speed, parallelism computation,
and minimal storage. Therefore, the DNA coding operations are
still applicable to the image cipher. Many DNA-based and other
types of image ciphers are plaintext dependent. In other words,
the information related to plaintext is used as part of the secret
key. Although plaintext-dependent ciphers are highly resistant to
plaintext attacks, we do not recommend them. This is because
these schemes do not follow Shannon’s theory [63]. They are
difficult to implement in reality.

The permutation-diffusion architecture is popular in image
encryption schemes. The permutation process relocates the pix-
els with unchanged values. The diffusion modifies the values and
obtains the avalanche performance. This architecture may be re-
peated over many rounds to achieve a higher security level. For
an image encryption scheme with a single permutation-diffusion
round, if the values of the plaintext image are the same, the per-
mutation is eliminated. If the diffusion contains only simple
operations such as module addition and XOR, this encryption
process may be vulnerable to plaintext attacks. Some schemes
with many rounds of permutation-diffusion architecture seem to
be more secure. However, the mapping from the differentials of
the ciphertexts to those of the plaintexts is linear. These schemes
may be vulnerable to chosen-ciphertext attacks. Interested read-
ers can refer to Chen et al. [50] for more information. In fact,
most encryption schemes with such architectures have not been
broken. This is due to their complex diffusion process. There-
fore, it is important to choose complex encryption operations in
the design of ciphers.

Most image encryption schemes based on DNA coding tech-
nology can be simplified by using the S-box equivalent transfor-
mation method. Many other types of image encryption are vul-
nerable to various attacks. The following suggestions are given
to help design future image encryption schemes.
� A secure image encryption scheme must have good perfor-

mance in statistical tests. The performance indicators in-
clude information entropy, NPCR (number of pixel change
rate), UACI (unified averaged changed intensity), and so
on.

� More complex diffusion processes are needed, especially
the interactions between elements that can cause avalanche
effects. Designing a secure diffusion is not easy. An unrea-
sonable process leaves many security risks [64].

� Multiple rounds of encryption are recommended. Multiple
rounds of encryption help ciphers achieve a high level of
security. Different keys can be used in different rounds, but
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designers should make a compromise between the encryp-
tion rounds with implementation efficiency [65].

� It is highly suggested to add nonlinear substitution to the
encryption schemes. After this nonlinear substitution en-
cryption, the relationship between plaintext and ciphertext
becomes more challenging to analyze.

The cryptanalysis of this article analyses only five DNA-
based encryption schemes as examples to illustrate the equiva-
lent S-box transformation methods. Researchers may find more
schemes that are also vulnerable to our attack. There may be
more similar flawed encryption schemes in the future. In addi-
tion to DNA coding, some other encryption operations can also
be regarded as S-box processes. However, it seems they do not
have similar characteristics. These processes are not summa-
rized in this article. It is hoped that more encryption operations
that can be regarded as S-boxes may be found in the future.
More encryption schemes with shortcomings can be found and
improved.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, the security of a family of DNA-based image en-
cryption schemes has been evaluated. Encoding with the DNA
sequence followed by encryption with a mask can be equiva-
lently transformed into an S-box process. The S-box matrix is
the equivalent key and can be easily obtained. These schemes
have weaknesses and cannot increase security by repeating DNA
coding operations. A total of five image ciphers were found to be
vulnerable to the chosen-plaintext attack. Both theoretical anal-
ysis and experimental results confirm this. Some suggestions are
made to help design future image encryption schemes. In addi-
tion, there exist other encryption operations that can be regarded
as S-box processes. Future research should focus on attacking
similar flawed schemes, while keeping the S-box matrix as the
equivalent key.
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